
Leadership & Mental Wellness



Leaders have, and encourage in others, these    
6 Human Qualities and Needs
o Knowing and emphasizing our unique STRENGTHS.
o Satisfying our drive for growth and EXPANSION.
o Having FREEDOM to work, grow, achieve and find balance in ways 

best for each person.
o Honoring our desires for a sense of MEANING.
o Forging strong, powerful and deep CONNECTION.
o Nurturing our own and others’ physical, emotional, mental and 

spiritual CARE.



Nurturing our own and others’ physical, 
emotional, mental and spiritual CARE.
• Body: We need adequate sleep, regular exercise, food and water and an environment that is physically and 
emotionally healthy. There’s no getting around this.

• Mind: Our minds are at their peak when we can practice curiosity, positivity, mindfulness and empathy. The more 
we practice, the easier they get, and the more sustaining the results.

• Heart: Opening our hearts in discerning and safe ways helps our well-being; it promotes greater connections 
with ourselves and others. We can practice gratitude, connect with folks we enjoy and be vulnerable with those we 
trust-while maintaining boundaries. And we can continue to build communities that support open-hearts and 
resilience. 

• Spirit: We feel more centered when we can periodically transcend our lens and connect to people and things 
beyond ourselves. Stepping outside ourselves often brings peace, even in the most challenging circumstances. And 
when we can feel joy, no matter how fleeting, we need to cherish those moments.





Acknowledge Feelings



Regain A Sense of Control



Anxiety & Depression

• 1 in 4 (pre-COVID)

• Expect heightened STRESS



Resources: Mindfulness



External/Community Resources

Your Employee Assistance Program



Resilience

• Like a muscle – you can build it!



Self-Care & Wellness

• How do you or might you encourage more self-care at work 
or in your Club?



Leaders Model

• Leaders Care
• Leaders Guide
• Leaders are skilled in EI
• Leaders practice Self-Care

and break Stigma by
supporting others and
talking about Mental Wellness



www.ragonmentalhealth.org


